
PRA Issue List Regarding APR-1400, DCD Tier 2, SECTION 19.2 

Issue # PRA-223 (AI 19-246) 
APR1400-E-P-NR-14003-P, Severe Accident Analysis Report, Rev. 0, Table 4-3 melt conditions 
at vessel failure for penetrations for different sequences.  The total melt mass listed in the table 
for sequences TLOES W003, SLOCA 007, SLOCA are 199, 131, and 196 ton, respectively. 
However, the staff calculated the total from the melt mass of different constituents listed in the 
table as 192.5, 126.8, and 189.3 ton, respectively, which are about 3% less than the total melt 
mass listed in the table.  

Similarly, the total melt mass listed in Table 4-4 for the same sequences are 199.5, 132, and 
196 ton, respectively. The staff calculated the total from the melt mass of different constituents 
listed in the table as 192.9, 128.1, and 189.8 ton, respectively, which are also about 3% less 
than the total melt mass listed in the table.  

Response 
The constituents listed in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 represents major ones of corium in the lower 
plenum at vessel failure. Therefore a little difference such as 3% of total mass and the 
calculated mass from the constituents in the tables corresponds to the mass of minor 
constituents including B4C, Sn, Mn, etc. 
 
The properties shown in the Table 4-3 and 4-4 are employed to establish the initial conditions of 
the ex-vessel steam explosion analyses by using TEXAS-V code. As described in section 4.2.1 
of APR1400-E-P-NR-14003-P, Rev. 0, Appendix D, it was introduced that the 100% oxidic melt 
of binary mixture (UO2/ZrO2) as corium jet material for the TEXAS-V code.  Thus these small 
mass of around 3 % has no impact on the evaluated ex-vessel steam explosion loads. However, 
for the completeness of the tables, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 also will be revised accordingly 
(See attachment 1). 
 
Impact on DCD  
There is no impact on the DCD. 
 
Impact on PRA 
There is no impact on the PRA model. 

Impact on Technical Specifications 
There is no impact on the Technical Specifications. 

Impact on Technical/Topical/Environmental Reports  
Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 of APR1400-E-P-NR-14003-P (Rev.0) will be revised as shown in 
Attachment 1. 
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APR1400 DC Severe Accident Report (APR1400-E-P-NR-14003-P) 
 

Attachment 1- APR1400-E-P-NR-14003-P Markup for Question PRA-223 

[Table 4-3, page D-67] 

Table 4-3 Melt Conditions at Vessel Failure with Penetrations (IOXIDHT=0) [Reference 32] 

 

  

Sequences 
 TLOES

W003 
MLOCA 

003 
LOOP 

004 
SBO 
002 

SBO 
005 

SLOCA 
008 

SLOCA 
007 

SBO 
006 

SGTR 
010 

LLOCA MLOCA SLOCA 

Conditions at vessel failure 
RCS pressure (bar) 1.466 1.224 2.53 2.47 2.63 1.70 2.23 2.99 2.27 2.28 2.217 3.59 
Cavity Pres. (bar) 1.233 1.225 2.00 2.24 2.07 1.70 1.98 2.48 2.02 2.28 2.211 3.11 

Total Corium Mass in LP (ton) 199 152.1 156 145 130 160 131 189 128 133.9 145.2 196 
Ave. Corium Temp. (K) 2,662 2,615 2,624 2,591 2,659 2,456 2,601 2,640 2,599 2,624 2,628 2,641 

Corium Solidus Temp. (K) 2,150 2,196 2,188 2,185 2,223 2,189 2,214 2,162 2,217 2,219 2,197 2,170 
Corium Liquidus Temp. (k) 2,591 2,531 2,538 2,541 2,594 2,560 2,582 2,580 2,581 2,558 2,522 2,564 

Steel Layer Temp. (K) 2,275 2,380 2,391 2,325 2,387 2,241 2,314 2,247 2,334 2,426 2,412 2,008 
Corium Oxide Temp. (K) 2,762 2,681 2,693 2,687 2,726 2,706 2,718 2,697 2,716 2,702 2,691 2,720 

Initial Vel. (m/s) 6.13 4.95 6.13 5.4 5.75 5.39 5.14 6.4 5.08 4.63 4.88 6.47 
Corium composition and mass (ton) in lower plenum at vessel failure 

UO2 117.8 90.25 91.42 83.73 81.91 95.46 80.28 113 78.49 83.8 82.7 118 
Zr 13.39 20.12 19.38 16.87 11.17 16.35 11.85 14.25 11.56 14.35 19.89 17.6 

ZrO2 21.96 9.44 11.03 12.58 10.88 13.75 11.93 18.47 11.3 8.57 11.28 16.27 
Cr 6.76 4.84 5.03 4.78 3.83 5.16 4.07 6.41 4.02 4.1 4.91 6.54 

Cr2O3 0.32 0.06 0.0931 0.056 0.0023 0.0662 0.0123 0.219 0.013 0.012 0.026 0.209 
Fe 27.78 19.9 20.67 19.64 15.76 21.23 16.75 26.4 16.52 16.87 20.18 27 

FeO 1.3 0.24 0.383 0.23 0.0095 0.272 0.0506 0.858 0.0533 0.048 0.1 0.714 
Ni 3.0 2.15 2.24 2.12 1.70 2.30 1.81 2.86 1.79 1.82 2.18 2.94 

NiO 0.14 0.026 0.0414 0.0249 0.0010 0.0294 0.00547 0.0851 0.00576 0.005 0.011 0.051 
Etc 6.55 5.074 5.713 4.969 4.737 5.382 4.242 6.448 4.248 4.325 3.923 6.676 
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APR1400 DC Severe Accident Report (APR1400-E-P-NR-14003-P) 
[Table 4-3, page D-68] 

 

 

Average (metal+oxide) Corium Properties at vessel failure 
ρ (kg/M3) 8,336 8,390 8,364 8,281 8,561 8,402 8,479 8,369 8,518 8,571 8,291 8,396 
Cp (J/kg) 615.6 582.3 588 588 594 556 583 608 580 580.8 588.3 604 

k (W/m-K) 11.52 12.24 12.20 12.04 10.88 11.73 11.21 11.64 11.30 11.56 12.48 11.83 
μ (kg/m-s) 0.3056 0.362 0.298 10.51 0.699 10.51 10.52 0.864 10.53 1.254 0.1752 0.423 

Conditions at maximum corium flow 
Corium flow rate (kg/s) 11,600 6,769 10,450 8,467 11,130 5,551 7,799 14,680 7,339 5,468 5,950 13,71 

Opening radius of Vessel Failure 
(m) 0.3093 0.286 0.303 0.311 0.325 0.249 0.296 0.37 0.29 0.26 0.2713 0.349 

Corium Vel.(m/s) 4.593 3.24 4.29 3.33 3.87 3.38 3.29 4.06 3.21 3.13 3.21 4.39 
Conditions in the Cavity 

Water Level from the Sump 
bottom (m) 8.18 8.19 8.35 8.32 8.30 8.32 8.35 8.29 7.91 8.31 8.03 8.22 

Water Temp. (K) 352 350 362 353 351 336 360 352 325 343 331.5 334 
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APR1400 DC Severe Accident Report (APR1400-E-P-NR-14003-P) 
 
[Table 4-4, page D-69] 

Table 4-4 Melt Conditions at Vessel Failure without Penetration (IOXIDHT=0) [Reference 32] 

Sequences 
 TLOESW

003 
MLOCA00

3 
LOOP00

4 
SBO002 SBO005 SLOCA0

08 
SLOCA0

07 
SBO006 SGTR01

0 
LLOCA MLOCA SLOCA 

Conditions at vessel failure 
RCS pressure (bar) 1.46 1.204 2.43 2.46 2.64 1.69 2.22 2.98 2.22 2.2 2.17 3.57 
Cavity Pres. (bar) 1.23 1.206 1.97 2.24 2.06 1.69 1.97 2.46 2.01 2,2 2.17 3.1 

Total Corium Mass in LP (ton) 199.5 195.6 196 148 131 162 132 196 155 200 199.2 196 
Ave. Corium Temp. (K) 2,672 2,617 2,627 2,617 2,679 2,501 2,631 2,640 2,586 2,648 2.662 2,653 

Corium Solidus Temp. (K) 2,149 2,175 2,170 2,187 2,222 2,188 2,215 2,165 2,175 2,165 2,166 2,167 
Corium Liquidus Temp.e (k) 2,589 2,513 2,526 2,545 2,593 2,559 2,585 2,588 2,522 2,493 2,511 2,563 

Steel Layer Temp. (K) 2,275 2,137 2,138 2,328 2,345 2,359 2,315 1,964 2,257 2,377 2,329 2,074 
Corium Oxide Temp. (K) 2,765 2,681 2,690 2,689 2,727 2,707 2,718 2,725 2,675 2,689 2,709 2,734 

Initial Vel. (m/s) 5.21 5.55 6.46 5.48 5.82 5.42 5.18 6.58 5.5 5.64 6.49 7.21 
Corium composition and mass (ton) in lower plenum at vessel failure 

UO2 117.8 117.8 118 86.13 82.77 96.65 81.61 118 88.62 117.8 117.7 118 
Zr 13.39 22.32 21.18 17.06 11.2 16.4 11.85 15.1 16.93 22.4 20.73 17.59 

ZrO2 21.96 9.9 11.44 12.62 10.89 13.86 11.95 19.64 12.22 9.78 12.01 16.25 
Cr 6.84 6.86 6.84 4.81 3.91 5.28 4.07 6.37 5.74 7.7 7.6 6.62 

Cr2O3 0.317 0.114 0.16 0.0571 0.007 0.0665 0.0123 0.266 0.0441 0.11 0.13 0.231 
Fe 28.12 28.27 28.2 19.78 16.08 21.7 16.75 26.3 23.59 31.8 31.41 27.34 

FeO 1.3 0.392 0.554 0.235 0.022 0.274 0.0506 0.978 0.181 0.35 0.37 0.769 
Ni 3.04 3.066 3.06 2.14 1.74 2.35 1.81 2.86 2.55 3.45 3.42 2.98 

NiO 0.14 0.029 0.0418 0.0254 0.001 0.0296 0.00546 0.0851 0.0196 0.018 0.012 0.051 
Etc 6.593 6.849 6.524 5.143 4.38 5.390 3.892 6.401 5.105 6.592 5.818 6.169 

Average (metal+oxide) Corium Properties at vessel failure 
ρ (kg/M3) 8,332 8,455 8,438 8,289 8,561 8,395 8,485 8,368 8,331 8.438 8,417 8,391 
Cp (J/kg) 618.8 593 597 593 600 566 590 606 592 606 611.7 608 
k (W/m-K) 11.57 12.64 12.50 11.95 10.93 11.76 11.13 11.43 12.67 13.21 12.93 11.90 
μ (kg/m-s) 0.2091 0.2209 0.217 0.953 0.2 10.51 10.53 1.09 10.51 0.053 0.058 0.229 
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APR1400 DC Severe Accident Report (APR1400-E-P-NR-14003-P) 
 

Conditions at maximum corium flow 
Corium flow rate (kg/s) 9,720 11,040 14,400 10,230 12,250 7,315 9,060 14,810 11,060 12,910 15,290 17,64

0 
Radius of vessel failure opening (m) 0.317 0.333 0.335 0.334 0.338 0.287 0.316 0.376 0.341 0.362 0.363 0.367 

Velocity of corium (m/s) 3.66 3.712 4.82 3.50 3.94 3.46 3.38 4.02 3.75 3.84 4.574 5.18 
Conditions in the Cavity at vessel failure 

Water Level from the bottom of sump 
(m) 

8.18 8.19 8.35 8.33 8.31 8.32 8.36 8.29 7.92 8.31 8.04 8.22 

Water Temperature (K) 434 469 362 353 351 336 360 352 325 343 332 334 
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Issue # PRA-51 (AI 19-51)

DCD Page 19.1-149 states, "Several cables have been identified as requiring fire protection features to prevent damage or spurious operation of related components."  It is unclear which SSCs are affected by these cables and how the affected SSCs are modeled in the PRA.  The staff found the same statement made on DCD Page 19.1-221 for LPSD fire analysis.

Response

In Task 9 of the APR1400 fire PRA (FPRA), due to lack of detailed design information at the time of the analysis, detailed circuit analyses were not performed.  Instead, it was conservatively assumed that fire damage to any cable supporting an FPRA credited component results in the worst case failure mode for that component.  Tables 1 and 2 in Attachment 1, identify cables in each fire compartment that have been assumed to be either protected, had their circuits re-routed or redesigned to prevent failure, or can be shown through detailed circuit analysis to not result in the modeled failure mode. 

In general, cables in a fire compartment were identified as candidates for removal if the impact from their postulated damage resulted in a high core damage frequency (CDF) for the fire compartment with respect to the other fire compartments in the FPRA.  Within each analyzed fire compartment, the goal was to identify cables which were driving risk in the room.

Table 1 sorts the list by fire compartment; there are 59 impacted fire compartments.  Table 2 sorts the list by supported component failure mode (e.g., basic event); there are 75 impacted component basic events.  A fire compartment may contain one or more component basic events, and a component basic event may be removed from more than one fire compartment scenario flag files resulting in a list of 220 “fire compartment – component basic event” combinations.

In addition to the fire compartment and component basic events, Tables 1 and 2 include the cable types, assumed cable function, modeled failure mode (given damage to the cable), and the exclusion criteria.  The cable types are identified by code, and are as follows:

P = power cable

C = control cable

I = instrument cable

The assumed cable function is the conservative function chosen in Task 9 of the FPRA for the cable as described above.  The modeled failure mode is the PRA impact given fire damage to the cable(s).  The exclusion criteria provides the reason for removal of the cables from the scenario flag file.

An exclusion criteria is provided for each cable.  In some cases, it simply needs to be determined that fire-induced cable damage will not fail the supported component in a manner detrimental to the prevention of core damage (e.g., fiber optic cables are not susceptible to fire-induced hot shorts, so if the failure mode of concern is spurious operation, damage to the cable does not result in spurious operation of the component).  This requires detailed circuit analysis for the cable in question.  In other cases, the cable is identified as requiring some sort of “cable protection scheme” to prevent damage to the cable for a specific fire scenario.  

For the purposes of this analysis, “cable protection scheme” can mean any scheme employed by Fire Protection Engineers to prevent fire damage to the component associated with the cables for a specific fire scenario including, but not limited to, fire wrap, re-routing the cable, circuit modification to prevent spurious operation, placing specific individual control cables (or circuits) in grounded conduit to prevent fire-induced hot shorts, etc.

The information contained in Tables 1 and 2 is already based on the preliminary updated FPRA model.  Since the full power internal events FPRA implicitly assumes that these “cable protection schemes” will be implemented, they are applicable to the LPSD FPRA, as well. Tables 1 and 2 will be documented in the FPRA notebooks during the PRA update.

The following COL action item will be added to the APR1400 DCD Section 19.1.9 to ensure for the COL applicant is to ensure that the fire protection features for cables identified from fire PRA are reflected in the cable design.

· “The COL applicant ensures that the fire protection features required for preventing fire-induced damage of the PRA-credited components will be properly incorporated in the cable design”



Impact on DCD 

There is no impact on the DCD.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.  Because these changes are already included in the preliminary updated full power FPRA model.  The current LPSD FPRA model documented in the DCD includes most of these changes, but the changes added during the preliminary updated full power FPRA are not included.  This results in conservative LPSD FPRA results as there are additional protected cables which are not credited (i.e., are assumed to fail) in the LPSD FPRA model.  The LPSD FPRA model may need to be updated to reflect these changes.

Impact on Technical Specifications

There is no impact on the Technical Specifications.

Impact on Technical/Topical/Environmental Reports 

There is no impact on any Technical, Topical, or Environmental Reports.
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		Table 1 – Removed Fire PRA Cables (by Fire Compartment)





		FC

		Component Basic Event

		Cable Type

		Function

		Modeled Failure Mode

		Exclusion Criteria



		F000-ACVU

		F-EF-PA21-FAIL

		C, I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-21

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		

		F-EF-PA22-FAIL

		I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		 

		NPXHY-M-UAT01M

		C, I

		Support UAT TR01M

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		F000-ADGC

		F-FW-HV-133-OC

		I

		SUFW to SG2

		Spurious closing of valve FW-0133

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		

		FWMVO-N-104

		I, I

		SUFW to SG2

		Surrogate for spurious opening of FW-0123

		Ensure SUFW flow to normal FW line is not a flow diversion, or protect cable in FC



		 

		MSAVO-A-109

		I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		F000-ADGD

		AFMVC1B-046

		I, I, I, I

		TD AF PP01A Isol Valve

		Valve fails to control TD AF flow to SG 2

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		AFSVI1B-0038

		I, I, I, I, I, I

		TD AF PP01A Mod Valve

		Valve fails to control TD AF flow to SG 2

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F-EF-PA03B-INV

		C, C

		Failure of PA-03B

		Various, but TD AF PP01A Mod Vlv AF-037

		Verify cables do not fail AF-037, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F-EF-PA03B-MCC

		C, C

		Failure of PA-03B

		Various, but TD AF PP01A Mod Vlv AF-037

		Verify cables do not fail AF-037, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		F000-AFHU

		NGBSY3N-LC19N

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		F000-C01

		RPIAT-A-PY102A

		I, I

		Support RC-PT-201A

		Failure of input trip signal to LCL processor A (1/4)

		Effectively separate cables or protect cables in this FC



		

		RPIAT-B-PY102B

		I,

		Support RC-PT-201B

		Failure of input trip signal to LCL processor A (1/4)

		Effectively separate cables or protect cables in this FC



		

		RPIAT-C-PY102C

		I, I

		Support RC-PT-201C

		Failure of input trip signal to LCL processor A (1/4)

		Effectively separate cables or protect cables in this FC



		 

		RPIAT-D-PY102D

		I

		Support RC-PT-201D

		Failure of input trip signal to LCL processor A (1/4)

		Effectively separate cables or protect cables in this FC



		F000-TB

		NBBSY-S-SW03N

		I, I, I, I

		Non-1E 4.16KV SWGR 3-SW03N

		Fail AAC to SW01A/B/C/D

		Either verify cable failures do not fail 3-SW03N, or protect cables in FC



		

		NGBSY3N-LC19N

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		 

		PFHBC2A-SW01C-E2

		C, C

		4kV SWGR SW01C breaker E2

		Prevent SW01C from being powered from AAC

		Either verify cable failure does not prevent AAC supply to SW01C, or protect cable in FC



		F050-A04A

		SXAHR-B-AH01B

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH01B, or protect cable in FC



		

		SXAHR-B-AH02B

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH02B, or protect cable in FC



		

		SXFMY1B-FT01B-MOTOR

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 1B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT01B, or protect cable in FC



		

		SXFMY2B-FT02B-MOTOR

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		 

		SXFMY3B-FT03B-MOTOR

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		F067-T02

		NBBSY-S-SW03N

		I, I

		Non-1E 4.16KV SWGR 3-SW03N

		Fail AAC to SW01A/B/C/D

		Either verify cable failures do not fail 3-SW03N, or protect cables in FC



		

		NGBSY3N-LC19N

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		 

		PFHBC2A-SW01C-E2

		C, P

		SW01C AAC Supply Breaker

		Fail AAC to SW01C

		Either verify cable failures do not fail breaker SW01C-E2, or protect cable in FC



		F073-T11

		NBBSY-S-SW03N

		I, I

		Non-1E 4.16KV SWGR 3-SW03N

		Fail AAC to SW01A/B/C/D

		Either verify cable failures do not fail 3-SW03N, or protect cables in FC



		

		NPXHY-M-SAT02M

		C, P

		Support SAT TR02M

		Fail SAT TR02M

		Either verify cable failures do not fail SAT 02M, or protect cable in FC



		 

		NPXHY-N-SAT02N

		C, P

		Support SAT TR02N

		Fail SAT TR02N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail SAT 02N, or protect cable in FC



		F078-A02C

		SXAHR-B-AH01B

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH01B, or protect cable in FC



		

		SXAHR-B-AH02B

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH02B, or protect cable in FC



		

		SXFMY2B-FT02B-MOTOR

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		 

		SXFMY3B-FT03B-MOTOR

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		F078-A02D

		PFBSY1B-SW01B

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cable is only for sync circuit breaker, and does not fail SW01B (NOTE: no impact if included)



		F078-A03C

		PFBSY2A-SW01C

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cable is only for sync circuit breaker, and does not fail SW01C (NOTE: no impact if included)



		F078-A03D

		PFBSY2B-SW01D

		C, C, P, P

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables are only for sync circuit breaker, and do not fail SW01D (NOTE: no impact if included)



		F078-A04C

		PELXY-A-LX09A-P

		C

		Support primary loop controller LX09A

		Fail AOV MS-109 (TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify this "A" cable does not fail AF TPP PP01B steam valve MS-109, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		PFBSY1A-SW01A

		C, P

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables are only for sync circuit breaker, and do not fail SW01A (NOTE: no impact if included)



		F078-A04D

		PELXY-B-LX11B-P

		C

		Support primary loop controller LX11B

		Fail AOV MS-110 (TDP PP01A Stm Sup)

		Verify this "B" cable does not fail AF TPP PP01A steam valve MS-110 or protect cable in this FC



		 

		PFBSY1B-SW01B

		C, P

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cables are only for sync circuit breaker, and do not fail SW01B (NOTE: no impact if included)



		F078-A05C

		AFMVT2B-044

		P, P, P

		Support "B" train AF Valve AF-044

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-044

		Verify these cables do not fail this "B" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "A" FC



		F078-A05D

		AFMVC1A-045

		P, P, P

		Support "A" train AF Valve AF-045

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-045

		Verify these cables do not fail this "A" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "B" FC



		 

		PFBSY2B-SW01D

		C, C, P, P

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables are only for sync circuit breaker, and do not fail SW01D (NOTE: no impact if included)



		F078-A11D

		PFBSY2B-SW01D

		C, C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cable does not fail SW01D, or protect cable in this compartment



		F078-A19A

		PFBSY1A-SW01A

		C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables do not fail SW01A, or protect cables in this compartment



		 

		PFBSY2A-SW01C

		C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cables do not fail SW01C, or protect cables in this compartment



		F078-A19B

		PFBSY1B-SW01B

		I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cable does not fail SW01B, or protect cable in this compartment



		 

		PFBSY2B-SW01D

		I, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D, or protect cables in this compartment



		F078-A25A

		SXAHR-B-AH01B

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH01B, or protect cable in FC



		

		SXAHR-B-AH02B

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH02B, or protect cable in FC



		

		SXFMY1B-FT01B-MOTOR

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 1B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT01B, or protect cable in FC



		

		SXFMY2B-FT02B-MOTOR

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		 

		SXFMY3B-FT03B-MOTOR

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		F078-A47B

		NGBSY3N-LC19N

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		F078-AEEB

		PFBSY2B-SW01D

		C, I, C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D, or protect cables in this compartment



		F078-AGAC

		ATAVO-C-009

		I

		Support AOV AT-009

		Fail AOV AT-009 (AF TDP PP01A Stm Sup)

		Verify cable does not fail AT-009, or protect cable in this compartment



		

		NPXHY-M-SAT02M

		P

		Support SAT TR02M

		Fail SAT TR02M

		Either verify cable failures do not fail SAT 02M, or protect cable in FC



		

		PELXY-C-LX04C-P

		C

		Support primary loop controller LX04C

		Fail MOV AF-045

		Verify cable does not fail AF-045, or protect cable in this compartment



		

		PFBSY1A-SW01A

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables do not fail SW01A, re-route, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		PFBSY2A-SW01C

		C, C, I, I, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cables do not fail SW01C, re-route, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		PGBSY2A-LC01C

		C, C

		Support 480V LC01C

		Fail LC01C

		Verify cables do not fail LC01C, re-route, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		SXAHR-B-AH01B

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH01B, or protect cable in FC



		

		SXAHR-B-AH02B

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH02B, or protect cable in FC



		

		SXFMY1B-FT01B-MOTOR

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 1B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT01B, or protect cable in FC



		

		SXFMY2B-FT02B-MOTOR

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		 

		SXFMY3B-FT03B-MOTOR

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		F078-AGAD

		ATAVO-D-010

		I

		Support AOV AT-010

		Fail AOV AT-010 (AF TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify cable does not fail AT-010, or protect cable in this compartment



		

		NPXHY-N-SAT02N

		P

		Support SAT TR02N

		Fail SAT TR02N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail SAT 02N, or protect cable in FC



		

		PFBSY1B-SW01B

		I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cables do not fail SW01B, re-route, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		PFBSY2B-SW01D

		C, I, C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D, re-route, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		PFHBC2B-SW01D-J2

		C

		SW01D SAT Supply Breaker

		Prevent SW01D SAT breaker from operating

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D-J2, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		PFHBO2B-SW01D-G2

		C

		SW01D UAT Supply Breaker

		Prevent SW01D UAT breaker from operating

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D-G2, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		SXAHR-B-AH01B

		P, P

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Verify cables do not fail SX AH01B, or protect cable in FC



		 

		SXAHR-B-AH02B

		P, P

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Verify cables do not fail SX AH02B, or protect cable in FC



		F100-A05D

		F-EF-PA22-FAIL

		C

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		NGBSY3N-LC19N

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		

		PFBSY1A-SW01A

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFBSY1B-SW01B

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFBSY2A-SW01C

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFBSY2B-SW01D

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBC1B-SW01B-B2

		C

		SW01B AAC Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01B-B2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B-B2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBC2B-SW01D-E2

		C

		SW01D AAC Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01D-E2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D-E2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBO1A-SW01A-H2

		C

		SW01A UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01A-H2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A-H2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBO1B-SW01B-H2

		C

		SW01B UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01B-H2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B-H2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBO2A-SW01C-C2

		C

		SW01C UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01C-C2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C-C2, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		PFHBO2B-SW01D-G2

		C

		SW01D UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01D-G2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D-G2, or protect cable in this FC



		F100-A06D

		F-EF-PA22-FAIL

		C

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		NGBSY3N-LC19N

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		

		PFBSY1A-SW01A

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFBSY1B-SW01B

		C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFBSY2A-SW01C

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFBSY2B-SW01D

		C, C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBC1B-SW01B-B2

		C

		SW01B AAC Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01B-B2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B-B2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBC1B-SW01B-D2

		C

		SW01B EDG Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01B-D2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B-D2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBC2B-SW01D-E2

		C, C

		SW01D AAC Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01D-E2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D-E2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBO1A-SW01A-H2

		C

		SW01A UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01A-H2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A-H2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBO1B-SW01B-H2

		C

		SW01B UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01B-H2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B-H2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBO2A-SW01C-C2

		C

		SW01C UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01C-C2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C-C2, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		PFHBO2B-SW01D-G2

		C

		SW01D UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01D-G2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D-G2, or protect cable in this FC



		F100-A08C

		PFBSY1A-SW01A

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFBSY2A-SW01C

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBC1A-SW01A-G2

		C

		SW01A AAC Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01A-G2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A-G2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBC2A-SW01C-E2

		C

		SW01C AAC Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01C-E2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C-E2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBO1A-SW01A-H2

		C

		SW01A UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01A-H2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A-H2, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		PFHBO2A-SW01C-C2

		C

		SW01C UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01C-C2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C-C2, or protect cable in this FC



		F100-A08D

		ATAVO-D-010

		I

		Support AOV AT-010

		Fail AOV AT-010 (AF TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify cable does not fail AT-010, or protect cable in this compartment



		

		F-EF-PA21-FAIL

		C

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-21

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		

		F-EF-PA22-FAIL

		C

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		PFBSY1B-SW01B

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		PFBSY2B-SW01D

		C, C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D, or protect cable in this FC



		F100-A10B

		NGBSY3N-LC19N

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		F100-A37B

		NGBSY3N-LC19N

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		F120-A01C

		F-EF-PA22-FAIL

		C

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		F120-A01D

		PFBSY1B-SW01B

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cables are only for sync circuit breaker, and do not fail SW01B (NOTE: no impact if included)



		 

		PFBSY2B-SW01D

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables are only for sync circuit breaker, and do not fail SW01D (NOTE: no impact if included)



		F120-A05C

		F-EF-PA22-FAIL

		C, I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		F120-A05D

		F-EF-PA22-FAIL

		C, I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		NPXHY-M-SAT02M

		C

		Support SAT TR02M

		Fail SAT TR02M

		Verify existing cable protection (conduit) prevents spurious failure of SAT-02M, or protect cable in this FC



		

		NPXHY-M-UAT01M

		C, I

		Support UAT TR01M

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Verify existing cable protection (conduit) prevents spurious failure of UAT-01M, or protect cable in this FC



		

		NPXHY-N-SAT02N

		C

		Support SAT TR02N

		Fail SAT TR02N

		Verify existing cable protection (conduit) prevents spurious failure of SAT-02N, or protect cable in this FC



		

		NPXHY-N-UAT01N

		C, I

		Support UAT TR01N

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Verify existing cable protection (conduit) prevents spurious failure of UAT-01N, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFBSY1A-SW01A

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFBSY1B-SW01B

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFBSY2A-SW01C

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFBSY2B-SW01D

		C, C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBO1A-SW01A-H2

		C

		SW01A UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01A-H2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A-H2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBO1B-SW01B-H2

		C

		SW01B UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01B-H2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B-H2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFHBO2A-SW01C-C2

		C

		SW01C UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01C-C2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C-C2, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		PFHBO2B-SW01D-G2

		C

		SW01D UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01D-G2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D-G2, or protect cable in this FC



		F120-A08C

		F-EF-PA22-FAIL

		I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		F120-A09C

		ATAVO-C-009

		I

		Support AOV AT-009

		Fail AOV AT-009 (AF TDP PP01A Stm Sup)

		Verify cable does not fail AT-009, or protect cable in this compartment



		 

		F-EF-PA22-FAIL

		I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		F120-A09D

		AFMVC1A-045

		C, C, C

		Support "A" train AF Valve AF-045

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-045

		Verify these cables do not fail this "A" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "B" FC



		 

		ATAVO-D-010

		I

		Support AOV AT-010

		Fail AOV AT-010 (AF TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify cable does not fail AT-010, or protect cable in this compartment



		F120-A11B

		MSAVO-B-110

		C

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01A

		AOV MS-110 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		F120-A14A

		MSAVO-A-109

		C, I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		PELXY-A-LX09A-P

		C, C

		Support primary loop controller LX09A

		Fail AOV MS-109 (TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify this "A" cable does not fail AF TPP PP01B steam valve MS-109, or protect cable in this FC



		F120-A15B

		MSAVO-B-110

		C

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01A

		AOV MS-110 fails to open on demand

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		PELXY-B-LX11B-P

		C, C

		Support primary loop controller LX11B

		Fail AOV MS-110 (TDP PP01A Stm Sup)

		Verify these "B" cables do not fail AF TPP PP01A steam valve MS-110 or protect cables in this FC



		F120-AGAA

		F-EF-PA21-FAIL

		C, I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-21

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		

		F-EF-PA22-FAIL

		I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		MSAVO-A-109

		C, C, I, I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		NPXHY-M-UAT01M

		C, I

		UAT TR01M

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		 

		PELXY-A-LX09A-P

		C, C, C, C

		Support primary loop controller LX09A

		Fail AOV MS-109 (TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify this "A" cable does not fail AF TPP PP01B steam valve MS-109, or protect cable in this FC



		F120-AGAC

		AFSVI1A-0037

		I, I

		TD AF PP01A Mod Valve AF-037

		Fails flow from TD AF PP01A to SG 1

		Either verify cables do not fail AF-037, or protect in this FC



		

		F-CC-MV-021-OC

		I

		CC HX HE01A Disch MOV

		Spurious close fails CC HX HE01A

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		

		F-CC-MV-023-OC

		I

		CC HX HE02A Disch MOV

		Spurious close fails CC HX HE02A

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		

		F-CC-MV-027-CO

		I

		"A" CC HX Bypass MOV

		Spurious open bypasses all "A" CC HXs

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		

		F-EF-PA21-FAIL

		C, C, C, I, I, I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-21

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		

		F-EF-PA22-FAIL

		I, I, I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		F-FW-HV-131-OC

		I

		SG 1 Downcomer Line FWIV

		Fail SUFW to SG 1

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		

		F-FW-HV-133-OC

		I

		SG 2 Downcomer Line FWIV

		Fail SUFW to SG 2

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		

		MSAVO-A-109

		I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		MSAVO-B-110

		I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01A

		AOV MS-110 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		MSMVT-B-105

		I

		SG 1 MS ADV Block Valve MS-105

		Spurious close blocks ADV MS-101 flow path

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		

		MSMVT-D-108

		I

		SG 2 MS ADV Block Valve MS-108

		Spurious close blocks ADV MS-104 flow path

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		

		NPXHY-M-UAT01M

		C, C, C, I, I, I

		UAT TR01M

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		

		PELXY-A-LX09A-P

		C

		Support primary loop controller LX09A

		Fail AOV MS-109 (TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify this "A" cable does not fail AF TPP PP01B steam valve MS-109, or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFBSY1A-SW01A

		C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables do not fail SW01A, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		PFBSY2A-SW01C

		C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cables do not fail SW01C, or protect cables in this compartment



		 

		PGBSY2A-LC01C

		I, I

		Support 480V LC01C

		Fail LC01C

		Verify cables do not fail LC01C, or protect cables in this compartment



		F120-AGAD

		AFMVC1B-046

		I, I, I

		TD AF PP01A Isol Valve

		Valve fails to control TD AF flow to SG 2

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		AFSVI1B-0038

		I, I

		TD AF PP01A Mod Valve

		Valve fails to control TD AF flow to SG 2

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		DCBSY-M-MC01M

		I

		Support non-1E 125VDC Bus MC01M

		Fail non-1E 125VDC Bus MC01M

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		

		F-EF-PA21-FAIL

		C, C, C

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-21

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		

		F-EF-PA22-FAIL

		I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		MSAVO-B-110

		C

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01A

		AOV MS-110 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		NPXHY-M-UAT01M

		I

		Support UAT TR01M

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		

		NPXHY-N-SAT02N

		C, C, C

		Support SAT TR02N

		Fail SAT TR02N

		Verify cables in individual conduit precluding SO failures of SAT 02N, or protect cables in FC



		

		NPXHY-N-UAT01N

		C, C, C, I, I, I

		Support UAT TR01N

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Verify "C" cables in conduit & "I" cables are FO both precluding SO failures, or protect cables in FC 



		

		PELXY-B-LX06B-P

		C

		Support primary loop controller LX06B

		Fail control of breaker SW01D-J2

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D-J2, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		PELXY-B-LX11B-P

		C

		Support primary loop controller LX11B

		Fail AOV MS-110 (TDP PP01A Stm Sup)

		Verify this "B" cable does not fail AF TPP PP01A steam valve MS-110 or protect cable in this FC



		

		PFBSY1B-SW01B

		C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Either verify cable failures do not fail SW01B, or protect cables in FC



		

		PFBSY2B-SW01D

		C, C, I, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Either verify cable failures do not fail SW01D, or protect cables in FC



		

		PFHBC1B-SW01B-A2

		I, I

		SW01B SAT Supply Breaker

		Prevent SW01B SAT breaker from operating

		Verify cables do not fail SW01B-J2, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		PFHBC2B-SW01D-J2

		I, I

		SW01D SAT Supply Breaker

		Prevent SW01D SAT breaker from operating

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D-J2, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		PFHBO1B-SW01B-H2

		I

		SW01B UAT Supply Breaker

		Prevent SW01B UAT breaker from operating

		Verify cables do not fail SW01B-H2, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		PFHBO2B-SW01D-G2

		I

		SW01D UAT Supply Breaker

		Prevent SW01D UAT breaker from operating

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D-G2, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		PGBSY1B-LC01B

		C, C, I, I

		Support 1E 480V LC LC01B

		Fail LC01B

		Either verify cable failures do not fail LC01B, or protect cables in FC



		 

		PGBSY2B-LC01D

		I, I

		Support 1E 480V LC LC01D

		Fail LC01D

		Either verify cable failures do not fail LC01D, or protect cables in FC



		F120-AMPB

		MSAVO-A-109

		C

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		MSAVO-B-110

		C

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01A

		AOV MS-110 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		PELXY-B-LX11B-P

		C

		Support primary loop controller LX11B

		Fail AOV MS-110 (TDP PP01A Stm Sup)

		Verify this "B" cable does not fail AF TPP PP01A steam valve MS-110 or protect cable in this FC



		F137-A01C

		MSAVO-A-109

		I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		F137-A05D

		NBBSY-S-SW03N

		I, I

		Non-1E 4.16KV SWGR 3-SW03N

		Fail AAC to SW01A/B/C/D

		Either verify cable failures do not fail 3-SW03N, or protect cables in FC



		F137-A11C

		AFMVT2B-044

		C, C, C, I, I, I

		Support "B" train AF Valve AF-044

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-044

		Verify these cables do not fail this "B" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "A" FC



		F137-A11D

		AFMVC1A-045

		C, C, C, I, I, I

		Support "A" train AF Valve AF-045

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-045

		Verify these cables do not fail this "A" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "B" FC



		

		F-EF-PA21-FAIL

		C

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-21

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail UATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		NPXHY-N-SAT02N

		C

		Support SAT TR02N

		Fail SAT TR02N

		Verify cable in individual conduit precluding SO failure of SAT 02N, or protect cable in FC



		 

		NPXHY-N-UAT01N

		C

		Support UAT TR01N

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Verify cable in individual conduit precluding SO failure of UAT 01N, or protect cable in FC



		F157-A01D

		MSAVO-B-110

		I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01A

		AOV MS-110 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		F157-A16C

		AFMVT2B-044

		I, I, I

		Support "B" train AF Valve AF-044

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-044

		Verify these cables do not fail this "B" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "A" FC



		F157-A17C

		AFMVT2B-044

		I, I, I

		Support "B" train AF Valve AF-044

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-044

		Verify these cables do not fail this "B" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "A" FC



		

		ATAVO-D-010

		I

		Support AOV AT-010

		Fail AOV AT-010 (AF TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify cable does not fail AT-010, or protect cable in this Div. "A" FC



		 

		DCBCY-D-BC01D

		I

		Support 1E 125VDC Batt. Chgr. BC01D

		Fail 1E 125VDC Batt. Chgr. BC01D

		Verify cable does not fail BC01D, or protect in this Div. "A" FC



		F157-A19C

		AFMVT2B-044

		I, I, I

		Support "B" train AF Valve AF-044

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-044

		Verify these cables do not fail this "B" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "A" FC



		F157-A19D

		AFMVC1A-045

		I, I, I

		Support "A" train AF Valve AF-045

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-045

		Verify these cables do not fail this "A" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "B" FC



		F157-A25C

		AFMVT2B-044

		I, I, I

		Support "B" train AF Valve AF-044

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-044

		Verify these cables do not fail this "B" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "A" FC



		

		ATAVO-C-009

		I

		Support AOV AT-009

		Fail AOV AT-009 (AF TDP PP01A Stm Sup)

		Verify cable does not fail AT-009, or protect cable in this compartment



		

		MSAVO-A-109

		I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		MSMVT-D-108

		I

		SG 2 MS ADV Block Valve MS-108

		Spurious close blocks ADV MS-104 flow path

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		

		RCMVO-A-130

		I

		Support RC-200 Pilot Valve RC-130

		Fail POSRV RC-200

		Verify cable does not fail RC-130, or protect cable in this compartment



		

		RCMVO-A-132

		I

		Support RC-201 Pilot Valve RC-132

		Fail POSRV RC-201

		Verify cable does not fail RC-132, or protect cable in this compartment



		

		RCMVO-C-131

		I

		Support RC-200 Pilot Valve RC-131

		Fail POSRV RC-200

		Verify cable does not fail RC-131, or protect cable in this compartment



		

		RCMVO-C-133

		I

		Support RC-201 Pilot Valve RC-133

		Fail POSRV RC-201

		Verify cable does not fail RC-133, or protect cable in this compartment



		 

		RCPVO-A-200

		I

		Support POSRV RC-200

		Fail POSRV RC-200

		Verify cable does not fail RC-200, or protect cable in this compartment



		F157-ACPX

		MSAVO-B-110

		I, I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01A

		AOV MS-110 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		NBBSY-S-SW03N

		I, I

		Non-1E 4.16KV SWGR 3-SW03N

		Fail AAC to SW01A/B/C/D

		Either verify cable failures do not fail 3-SW03N, or protect cables in FC



		F157-AMAX

		MSAVO-A-109

		I, I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		F157-ATOC

		MSAVO-A-109

		I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		FK-K01

		CCMVT3B-026

		C

		Support CC HX HE03B Disch Vlv CC-026

		Fail to open CC-026 fails CC HX HE03B

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		

		F-CC-MV-022-OC

		C

		Support CC HX HE01B Disch Vlv CC-022

		Spurious close CC-022 fails CC HX HE01B

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		

		F-CC-MV-024-OC

		C

		Support CC HX HE02B Disch Vlv CC-024

		Spurious close CC-024 fails CC HX HE02B

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		

		F-CC-MV-028-CO

		C, P

		Support B CC HX Bypass Vlv CC-028

		Spurious open CC-028 fails all B CC HXs

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		

		PHBSY1B-MC02B

		P

		Support 480VAC MCC MC02B

		Fail B SX Pump Rm Cooling Fan AH01B

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		

		SXMVR-B-MV073

		C

		Support SXCT Fan Sup Valve SX-073

		Spurious close fails flow to Div. B SXCT Fans

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		

		SXMVR-B-MV074

		C

		Support SXCT Fan Byp Valve SX-073

		Spurious open diverts flow from Div. B SXCT Fans

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		

		SXMVT2B-048

		C, P

		Support SX Pp 2B disch MOV SX-048

		Spurious close of SX-048 fails SX Pp 2B

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		

		VGAHR1B-AH01B

		C, C, C, P, P, P

		Support ESW Pump Rm Sup Fan AH01B

		Fail ESW Pump Rm Sup Fan AH01B

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		 

		VGAHR2B-AH02B

		C, C, P, P

		Support ESW Pump Rm Sup Fan AH02B

		Fail ESW Pump Rm Sup Fan AH02B

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02





	




		Table 2 – Removed Fire PRA Cables (by Component Basic Event)





		Component Basic Event

		FC

		Cable Type

		Function

		Potential Failure Mode

		Exclusion Criteria



		AFMVC1A-045

		F078-A05D

		P, P, P

		Support "A" train AF Valve AF-045

		Prevent operation of AF-045

		Verify these cables do not fail this "A" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "B" FC



		

		F120-A09D

		C, C, C

		Support "A" train AF Valve AF-045

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-045

		Verify these cables do not fail this "A" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "B" FC



		

		F137-A11D

		C, C, C, I, I, I

		Support "A" train AF Valve AF-045

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-045

		Verify these cables do not fail this "A" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "B" FC



		 

		F157-A19D

		I, I, I

		Support "A" train AF Valve AF-045

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-045

		Verify these cables do not fail this "A" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "B" FC



		AFMVC1B-046

		F000-ADGD

		I, I, I, I

		TD AF PP01B Isol Valve

		Valve fails to control TD AF flow to SG 2

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F120-AGAD

		I, I, I

		TD AF PP01B Isol Valve

		Valve fails to control TD AF flow to SG 2

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		AFMVT2B-044

		F078-A05C

		P, P, P

		Support "B" train AF Valve AF-044

		Prevent operation of AF-044

		Verify these cables do not fail this "B" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "A" FC



		

		F137-A11C

		C, C, C, I, I, I

		Support "B" train AF Valve AF-044

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-044

		Verify these cables do not fail this "B" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "A" FC



		

		F157-A16C

		I, I, I

		Support "B" train AF Valve AF-044

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-044

		Verify these cables do not fail this "B" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "A" FC



		

		F157-A17C

		I, I, I

		Support "B" train AF Valve AF-044

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-044

		Verify these cables do not fail this "B" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "A" FC



		

		F157-A19C

		I, I, I

		Support "B" train AF Valve AF-044

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-044

		Verify these cables do not fail this "B" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "A" FC



		 

		F157-A25C

		I, I, I

		Support "B" train AF Valve AF-044

		Spurious close, or prevent operation of AF-044

		Verify these cables do not fail this "B" AF MOV, or protect these cables in this Div. "A" FC



		AFSVI1A-0037

		F120-AGAC

		I, I

		TD AF PP01A Mod Valve AF-037

		Fails flow from TD AF PP01A to SG 1

		Either verify cables do not fail AF-037, or protect in this FC



		AFSVI1B-0038

		F000-ADGD

		I, I, I, I, I, I

		TD AF PP01B Mod Valve AF-038

		Valve fails to control TD AF flow to SG 2

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F120-AGAD

		I, I

		TD AF PP01B Mod Valve AF-038

		Valve fails to control TD AF flow to SG 2

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		ATAVO-C-009

		F078-AGAC

		I

		Support AOV AT-009

		Fail AOV AT-009 (AF TDP PP01A Stm Sup)

		Verify cable does not fail AT-009, or protect cable in this compartment



		

		F120-A09C

		I

		Support AOV AT-009

		Fail AOV AT-009 (AF TDP PP01A Stm Sup)

		Verify cable does not fail AT-009, or protect cable in this compartment



		 

		F157-A25C

		I

		Support AOV AT-009

		Fail AOV AT-009 (AF TDP PP01A Stm Sup)

		Verify cable does not fail AT-009, or protect cable in this compartment



		ATAVO-D-010

		F078-AGAD

		I

		Support AOV AT-010

		Fail AOV AT-010 (AF TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify cable does not fail AT-010, or protect cable in this compartment



		

		F100-A08D

		I

		Support AOV AT-010

		Fail AOV AT-010 (AF TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify cable does not fail AT-010, or protect cable in this compartment



		

		F120-A09D

		I

		Support AOV AT-010

		Fail AOV AT-010 (AF TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify cable does not fail AT-010, or protect cable in this compartment



		 

		F157-A17C

		I

		Support AOV AT-010

		Fail AOV AT-010 (AF TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify cable does not fail AT-010, or protect cable in this Div. "A" FC



		CCMVT3B-026

		FK-K01

		C

		Support CC HX HE03B Disch Vlv CC-026

		Fail to open CC-026 fails CC HX HE03B

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		DCBCY-D-BC01D

		F157-A17C

		I

		Support 1E 125VDC Batt. Chgr. BC01D

		Fail 1E 125VDC Batt. Chgr. BC01D

		Verify cable does not fail BC01D, or protect in this Div. "A" FC



		DCBSY-M-MC01M

		F120-AGAD

		I

		Support non-1E 125VDC Bus MC01M

		Fail non-1E 125VDC Bus MC01M

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		F-CC-MV-021-OC

		F120-AGAC

		I

		CC HX HE01A Disch MOV

		Spurious close fails CC HX HE01A

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		F-CC-MV-022-OC

		FK-K01

		C

		Support CC HX HE01B Disch Vlv CC-022

		Spurious close CC-022 fails CC HX HE01B

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		F-CC-MV-023-OC

		F120-AGAC

		I

		CC HX HE02A Disch MOV

		Spurious close fails CC HX HE02A

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		F-CC-MV-024-OC

		FK-K01

		C

		Support CC HX HE02B Disch Vlv CC-024

		Spurious close CC-024 fails CC HX HE02B

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		F-CC-MV-027-CO

		F120-AGAC

		I

		"A" CC HX Bypass MOV

		Spurious open bypasses all "A" CC HXs

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		F-CC-MV-028-CO

		FK-K01

		C, P

		Support B CC HX Bypass Vlv CC-028

		Spurious open CC-028 fails all B CC HXs

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		F-EF-PA03B-INV

		F000-ADGD

		C, C

		Failure of PA-03B

		Various, but TD AF PP01A Mod Vlv AF-037

		Verify cables do not fail AF-037, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		F-EF-PA03B-MCC

		F000-ADGD

		C, C

		Failure of PA-03B

		Various, but TD AF PP01A Mod Vlv AF-037

		Verify cables do not fail AF-037, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		F-EF-PA21-FAIL

		F000-ACVU

		C, I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-21

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		

		F100-A08D

		C

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-21

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		

		F120-AGAA

		C, I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-21

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		

		F120-AGAC

		C, C, C, I, I, I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-21

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		

		F120-AGAD

		C, C, C

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-21

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		 

		F137-A11D

		C

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-21

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail UATs, or protect cable in FC



		F-EF-PA22-FAIL

		F000-ACVU

		I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		F100-A05D

		C

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		F100-A06D

		C

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		F100-A08D

		C

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		F120-A01C

		C

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		F120-A05C

		C, I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		F120-A05D

		C, I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		F120-A08C

		I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		F120-A09C

		I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		F120-AGAA

		I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		

		F120-AGAC

		I, I, I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		 

		F120-AGAD

		I

		Relay and Metering Panel PA-22

		Spurious operation failing SATs TR02M & N

		Either verify cable failure does not fail SATs, or protect cable in FC



		F-FW-HV-131-OC

		F120-AGAC

		I

		SG 1 Downcomer Line FWIV

		Fail SUFW to SG 1

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		F-FW-HV-133-OC

		F000-ADGC

		I

		SUFW to SG2

		Spurious closing of valve FW-0133

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		 

		F120-AGAC

		I

		SG 2 Downcomer Line FWIV

		Fail SUFW to SG 2

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		FWMVO-N-104

		F000-ADGC

		I, I

		SUFW to SG2

		Surrogate for spurious opening of FW-0123

		Ensure SUFW flow to normal FW line is not a flow diversion, or protect cable in FC



		MSAVO-A-109

		F000-ADGC

		I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-A14A

		C, I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-AGAA

		C, C, I, I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-AGAC

		I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-AMPB

		C

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F137-A01C

		I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F157-A25C

		I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F157-AMAX

		I, I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F157-ATOC

		I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01B

		AOV MS-109 fails to open on demand

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		MSAVO-B-110

		F120-A11B

		C

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01A

		AOV MS-110 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-A15B

		C

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01A

		AOV MS-110 fails to open on demand

		Verify cables do not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-AGAC

		I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01A

		AOV MS-110 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-AGAD

		C

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01A

		AOV MS-110 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-AMPB

		C

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01A

		AOV MS-110 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F157-A01D

		I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01A

		AOV MS-110 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F157-ACPX

		I, I

		Steam supply to TD AF PP01A

		AOV MS-110 fails to open on demand

		Verify cable does not fail valve, re-route cable out of this FC, or protect cable in this FC



		MSMVT-B-105

		F120-AGAC

		I

		SG 1 MS ADV Block Valve MS-105

		Spurious close blocks ADV MS-101 flow path

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		MSMVT-D-108

		F120-AGAC

		I

		SG 2 MS ADV Block Valve MS-108

		Spurious close blocks ADV MS-104 flow path

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		 

		F157-A25C

		I

		SG 2 MS ADV Block Valve MS-108

		Spurious close blocks ADV MS-104 flow path

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		NBBSY-S-SW03N

		F000-TB

		I, I, I, I

		Non-1E 4.16KV SWGR 3-SW03N

		Fail AAC to SW01A/B/C/D

		Either verify cable failures do not fail 3-SW03N, or protect cables in FC



		

		F067-T02

		I, I

		Non-1E 4.16KV SWGR 3-SW03N

		Fail AAC to SW01A/B/C/D

		Either verify cable failures do not fail 3-SW03N, or protect cables in FC



		

		F073-T11

		I, I

		Non-1E 4.16KV SWGR 3-SW03N

		Fail AAC to SW01A/B/C/D

		Either verify cable failures do not fail 3-SW03N, or protect cables in FC



		

		F137-A05D

		I, I

		Non-1E 4.16KV SWGR 3-SW03N

		Fail AAC to SW01A/B/C/D

		Either verify cable failures do not fail 3-SW03N, or protect cables in FC



		 

		F157-ACPX

		I, I

		Non-1E 4.16KV SWGR 3-SW03N

		Fail AAC to SW01A/B/C/D

		Either verify cable failures do not fail 3-SW03N, or protect cables in FC



		NGBSY3N-LC19N

		F000-AFHU

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		

		F000-TB

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		

		F067-T02

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		

		F078-A47B

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		

		F100-A05D

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		

		F100-A06D

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		

		F100-A10B

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		 

		F100-A37B

		P

		Support various AAC loads

		Failure of LC-19N

		Cable does not damage 824-E-LC19N (Need to verify, or protect)



		NPXHY-M-SAT02M

		F073-T11

		C, P

		Support SAT TR02M

		Fail SAT TR02M

		Either verify cable failures do not fail SAT 02M, or protect cable in FC



		

		F078-AGAC

		P

		Support SAT TR02M

		Fail SAT TR02M

		Either verify cable failures do not fail SAT 02M, or protect cable in FC



		 

		F120-A05D

		C

		Support SAT TR02M

		Fail SAT TR02M

		Verify existing cable protection (conduit) prevents spurious failure of SAT-02M, or protect cable in this FC



		NPXHY-M-UAT01M

		F000-ACVU

		C, I

		Support UAT TR01M

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		

		F120-A05D

		C, I

		Support UAT TR01M

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Verify existing cable protection (conduit) prevents spurious failure of UAT-01M, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-AGAA

		C, I

		UAT TR01M

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		

		F120-AGAC

		C, C, C, I, I, I

		UAT TR01M

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail UATs, or protect cables in FC



		 

		F120-AGAD

		I

		Support UAT TR01M

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Verify cable is fiber optic (i.e., no SO), or protect cable in FC



		NPXHY-N-SAT02N

		F073-T11

		C, P

		Support SAT TR02N

		Fail SAT TR02N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail SAT 02N, or protect cable in FC



		

		F078-AGAD

		P

		Support SAT TR02N

		Fail SAT TR02N

		Either verify cable failures do not fail SAT 02N, or protect cable in FC



		

		F120-A05D

		C

		Support SAT TR02N

		Fail SAT TR02N

		Verify existing cable protection (conduit) prevents spurious failure of SAT-02N, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-AGAD

		C, C, C

		Support SAT TR02N

		Fail SAT TR02N

		Verify cables in individual conduit precluding SO failures of SAT 02N, or protect cables in FC



		 

		F137-A11D

		C

		Support SAT TR02N

		Fail SAT TR02N

		Verify cable in individual conduit precluding SO failure of SAT 02N, or protect cable in FC



		NPXHY-N-UAT01N

		F120-A05D

		C, I

		Support UAT TR01N

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Verify existing cable protection (conduit) prevents spurious failure of UAT-01N, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-AGAD

		C, C, C, I, I, I

		Support UAT TR01N

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Verify "C" cables in conduit & "I" cables are FO both precluding SO failures, or protect cables in FC 



		 

		F137-A11D

		C

		Support UAT TR01N

		Spurious operation failing UATs TR01M & N

		Verify cable in individual conduit precluding SO failure of UAT 01N, or protect cable in FC



		PELXY-A-LX09A-P

		F078-A04C

		C

		Support primary loop controller LX09A

		Fail AOV MS-109 (TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify this "A" cable does not fail AF TPP PP01B steam valve MS-109, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-A14A

		C, C

		Support primary loop controller LX09A

		Fail AOV MS-109 (TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify this "A" cable does not fail AF TPP PP01B steam valve MS-109, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-AGAA

		C, C, C, C

		Support primary loop controller LX09A

		Fail AOV MS-109 (TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify this "A" cable does not fail AF TPP PP01B steam valve MS-109, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F120-AGAC

		C

		Support primary loop controller LX09A

		Fail AOV MS-109 (TDP PP01B Stm Sup)

		Verify this "A" cable does not fail AF TPP PP01B steam valve MS-109, or protect cable in this FC



		PELXY-B-LX06B-P

		F120-AGAD

		C

		Support primary loop controller LX06B

		Fail control of breaker SW01D-J2

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D-J2, or protect cables in this compartment



		PELXY-B-LX11B-P

		F078-A04D

		C

		Support primary loop controller LX11B

		Fail AOV MS-110 (TDP PP01A Stm Sup)

		Verify this "B" cable does not fail AF TPP PP01A steam valve MS-110 or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-A15B

		C, C

		Support primary loop controller LX11B

		Fail AOV MS-110 (TDP PP01A Stm Sup)

		Verify these "B" cables do not fail AF TPP PP01A steam valve MS-110 or protect cables in this FC



		

		F120-AGAD

		C

		Support primary loop controller LX11B

		Fail AOV MS-110 (TDP PP01A Stm Sup)

		Verify this "B" cable does not fail AF TPP PP01A steam valve MS-110 or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F120-AMPB

		C

		Support primary loop controller LX11B

		Fail AOV MS-110 (TDP PP01A Stm Sup)

		Verify this "B" cable does not fail AF TPP PP01A steam valve MS-110 or protect cable in this FC



		PELXY-C-LX04C-P

		F078-AGAC

		C

		Support primary loop controller LX04C

		Fail MOV AF-045

		Verify cable does not fail AF-045, or protect cable in this compartment



		PFBSY1A-SW01A

		F078-A04C

		C, P

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables are only for sync circuit breaker, and do not fail SW01A (NOTE: no impact if included)



		

		F078-A19A

		C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables do not fail SW01A, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		F078-AGAC

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables do not fail SW01A, re-route, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		F100-A05D

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F100-A06D

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F100-A08C

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-A05D

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F120-AGAC

		C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01A

		Fail SW01A

		Verify cables do not fail SW01A, or protect cables in this compartment



		PFBSY1B-SW01B

		F078-A02D

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cable is only for sync circuit breaker, and does not fail SW01B (NOTE: no impact if included)



		

		F078-A04D

		C, P

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cables are only for sync circuit breaker, and do not fail SW01B (NOTE: no impact if included)



		

		F078-A19B

		I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cable does not fail SW01B, or protect cable in this compartment



		

		F078-AGAD

		I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cables do not fail SW01B, re-route, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		F100-A05D

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F100-A06D

		C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F100-A08D

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-A01D

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cables are only for sync circuit breaker, and do not fail SW01B (NOTE: no impact if included)



		

		F120-A05D

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F120-AGAD

		C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01B

		Fail SW01B

		Either verify cable failures do not fail SW01B, or protect cables in FC



		PFBSY2A-SW01C

		F078-A03C

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cable is only for sync circuit breaker, and does not fail SW01C (NOTE: no impact if included)



		

		F078-A19A

		C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cables do not fail SW01C, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		F078-AGAC

		C, C, I, I, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cables do not fail SW01C, re-route, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		F100-A05D

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F100-A06D

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F100-A08C

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-A05D

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F120-AGAC

		C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01C

		Fail SW01C

		Verify cables do not fail SW01C, or protect cables in this compartment



		PFBSY2B-SW01D

		F078-A03D

		C, C, P, P

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables are only for sync circuit breaker, and do not fail SW01D (NOTE: no impact if included)



		

		F078-A05D

		C, C, P, P

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables are only for sync circuit breaker, and do not fail SW01D (NOTE: no impact if included)



		

		F078-A11D

		C, C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cable does not fail SW01D, or protect cable in this compartment



		

		F078-A19B

		I, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		F078-AEEB

		C, I, C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		F078-AGAD

		C, I, C, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D, re-route, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		F100-A05D

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F100-A06D

		C, C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F100-A08D

		C, C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-A01D

		C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables are only for sync circuit breaker, and do not fail SW01D (NOTE: no impact if included)



		

		F120-A05D

		C, C

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F120-AGAD

		C, C, I, I

		Support 1E 4KV SWGR SW01D

		Fail SW01D

		Either verify cable failures do not fail SW01D, or protect cables in FC



		PFHBC1A-SW01A-G2

		F100-A08C

		C

		SW01A AAC Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01A-G2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A-G2, or protect cable in this FC



		PFHBC1B-SW01B-A2

		F120-AGAD

		I, I

		SW01B SAT Supply Breaker

		Prevent SW01B SAT breaker from operating

		Verify cables do not fail SW01B-J2, or protect cables in this compartment



		PFHBC1B-SW01B-B2

		F100-A05D

		C

		SW01B AAC Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01B-B2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B-B2, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F100-A06D

		C

		SW01B AAC Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01B-B2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B-B2, or protect cable in this FC



		PFHBC1B-SW01B-D2

		F100-A06D

		C

		SW01B EDG Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01B-D2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B-D2, or protect cable in this FC



		PFHBC2A-SW01C-E2

		F000-TB

		C, C

		4kV SWGR SW01C breaker E2

		Prevent SW01C from being powered from AAC

		Either verify cable failure does not prevent AAC supply to SW01C, or protect cable in FC



		

		F067-T02

		C, P

		SW01C AAC Supply Breaker

		Fail AAC to SW01C

		Either verify cable failures do not fail breaker SW01C-E2, or protect cable in FC



		

		F100-A08C

		C

		SW01C AAC Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01C-E2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C-E2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F100-A05D

		C

		SW01D AAC Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01D-E2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D-E2, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F100-A06D

		C, C

		SW01D AAC Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01D-E2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D-E2, or protect cable in this FC



		PFHBC2B-SW01D-J2

		F078-AGAD

		C

		SW01D SAT Supply Breaker

		Prevent SW01D SAT breaker from operating

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D-J2, or protect cables in this compartment



		 

		F120-AGAD

		I, I

		SW01D SAT Supply Breaker

		Prevent SW01D SAT breaker from operating

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D-J2, or protect cables in this compartment



		PFHBO1A-SW01A-H2

		F100-A05D

		C

		SW01A UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01A-H2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A-H2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F100-A06D

		C

		SW01A UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01A-H2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A-H2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F100-A08C

		C

		SW01A UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01A-H2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A-H2, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F120-A05D

		C

		SW01A UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01A-H2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01A-H2, or protect cable in this FC



		PFHBO1B-SW01B-H2

		F100-A05D

		C

		SW01B UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01B-H2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B-H2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F100-A06D

		C

		SW01B UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01B-H2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B-H2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-A05D

		C

		SW01B UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01B-H2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01B-H2, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F120-AGAD

		I

		SW01B UAT Supply Breaker

		Prevent SW01B UAT breaker from operating

		Verify cables do not fail SW01B-H2, or protect cables in this compartment



		PFHBO2A-SW01C-C2

		F100-A05D

		C

		SW01C UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01C-C2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C-C2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F100-A06D

		C

		SW01C UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01C-C2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C-C2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F100-A08C

		C

		SW01C UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01C-C2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C-C2, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F120-A05D

		C

		SW01C UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01C-C2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01C-C2, or protect cable in this FC



		PFHBO2B-SW01D-G2

		F078-AGAD

		C

		SW01D UAT Supply Breaker

		Prevent SW01D UAT breaker from operating

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D-G2, or protect cables in this compartment



		

		F100-A05D

		C

		SW01D UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01D-G2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D-G2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F100-A06D

		C

		SW01D UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01D-G2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D-G2, or protect cable in this FC



		

		F120-A05D

		C

		SW01D UAT Supply Breaker

		Fail SW01D-G2

		Verify cables are only for fault recorder, and do not fail SW01D-G2, or protect cable in this FC



		 

		F120-AGAD

		I

		SW01D UAT Supply Breaker

		Prevent SW01D UAT breaker from operating

		Verify cables do not fail SW01D-G2, or protect cables in this compartment



		PGBSY1B-LC01B

		F120-AGAD

		C, C, I, I

		Support 1E 480V LC LC01B

		Fail LC01B

		Either verify cable failures do not fail LC01B, or protect cables in FC



		PGBSY2A-LC01C

		F078-AGAC

		C, C

		Support 480V LC01C

		Fail LC01C

		Verify cables do not fail LC01C, re-route, or protect cables in this compartment



		 

		F120-AGAC

		I, I

		Support 480V LC01C

		Fail LC01C

		Verify cables do not fail LC01C, or protect cables in this compartment



		PGBSY2B-LC01D

		F120-AGAD

		I, I

		Support 1E 480V LC LC01D

		Fail LC01D

		Either verify cable failures do not fail LC01D, or protect cables in FC



		PHBSY1B-MC02B

		FK-K01

		P

		Support 480VAC MCC MC02B

		Fail B SX Pump Rm Cooling Fan AH01B

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		RCMVO-A-130

		F157-A25C

		I

		Support RC-200 Pilot Valve RC-130

		Fail POSRV RC-200

		Verify cable does not fail RC-130, or protect cable in this compartment



		RCMVO-A-132

		F157-A25C

		I

		Support RC-201 Pilot Valve RC-132

		Fail POSRV RC-201

		Verify cable does not fail RC-132, or protect cable in this compartment



		RCMVO-C-131

		F157-A25C

		I

		Support RC-200 Pilot Valve RC-131

		Fail POSRV RC-200

		Verify cable does not fail RC-131, or protect cable in this compartment



		RCMVO-C-133

		F157-A25C

		I

		Support RC-201 Pilot Valve RC-133

		Fail POSRV RC-201

		Verify cable does not fail RC-133, or protect cable in this compartment



		RCPVO-A-200

		F157-A25C

		I

		Support POSRV RC-200

		Fail POSRV RC-200

		Verify cable does not fail RC-200, or protect cable in this compartment



		RPIAT-A-PY102A

		F000-C01

		I, I

		Support RC-PT-201A

		Failure of input trip signal to LCL processor A (1/4)

		Effectively separate cables or protect cables in this FC



		RPIAT-B-PY102B

		F000-C01

		I

		Support RC-PT-201B

		Failure of input trip signal to LCL processor A (1/4)

		Effectively separate cables or protect cables in this FC



		RPIAT-C-PY102C

		F000-C01

		I, I

		Support RC-PT-201C

		Failure of input trip signal to LCL processor A (1/4)

		Effectively separate cables or protect cables in this FC



		RPIAT-D-PY102D

		F000-C01

		I

		Support RC-PT-201D

		Failure of input trip signal to LCL processor A (1/4)

		Effectively separate cables or protect cables in this FC



		SXAHR-B-AH01B

		F050-A04A

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH01B, or protect cable in FC



		

		F078-A02C

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH01B, or protect cable in FC



		

		F078-A25A

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH01B, or protect cable in FC



		

		F078-AGAC

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH01B, or protect cable in FC



		 

		F078-AGAD

		P, P

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 1B

		Verify cables do not fail SX AH01B, or protect cable in FC



		SXAHR-B-AH02B

		F050-A04A

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH02B, or protect cable in FC



		

		F078-A02C

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH02B, or protect cable in FC



		

		F078-A25A

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH02B, or protect cable in FC



		

		F078-AGAC

		C, C

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Verify cables are not in this FC, cables do not fail SX AH02B, or protect cable in FC



		 

		F078-AGAD

		P, P

		"B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Fail "B" SX Cooling Tower Fan 2B

		Verify cables do not fail SX AH02B, or protect cable in FC



		SXFMY1B-FT01B-MOTOR

		F050-A04A

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 1B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT01B, or protect cable in FC



		

		F078-A25A

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 1B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT01B, or protect cable in FC



		 

		F078-AGAC

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 1B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT01B, or protect cable in FC



		SXFMY2B-FT02B-MOTOR

		F050-A04A

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		

		F078-A02C

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		

		F078-A25A

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		 

		F078-AGAC

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		SXFMY3B-FT03B-MOTOR

		F050-A04A

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		

		F078-A02C

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		

		F078-A25A

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		 

		F078-AGAC

		C

		"B" SX Debris Filter 2B

		Fail 2B CC HX given filter plugging

		Verify cable is not in this FC, cable does not fail SX FT02B, or protect cable in FC



		SXMVR-B-MV073

		FK-K01

		C

		Support SXCT Fan Sup Valve SX-073

		Spurious close fails flow to Div. B SXCT Fans

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		SXMVR-B-MV074

		FK-K01

		C

		Support SXCT Fan Byp Valve SX-073

		Spurious open diverts flow from Div. B SXCT Fans

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		SXMVT2B-048

		FK-K01

		C, P

		Support SX Pp 2B disch MOV SX-048

		Spurious close of SX-048 fails SX Pp 2B

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		VGAHR1B-AH01B

		FK-K01

		C, C, C, P, P, P

		Support ESW Pump Rm Sup Fan AH01B

		Fail ESW Pump Rm Sup Fan AH01B

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02



		VGAHR2B-AH02B

		FK-K01

		C, C, P, P

		Support ESW Pump Rm Sup Fan AH02B

		Fail ESW Pump Rm Sup Fan AH02B

		Moved these Div. B cables to Div. B ESW Pump Rm FK-K02
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PRA Issue List Regarding APR-1400, DCD Tier 2, SECTION 19.1



Issue # PRA-225 (AI 19-248)

The analysis for Source Term Category 11 in APR1400-K-P-NR-013603-P, “APR1400 Design Certification Probabilistic Risk Assessment: Full Power Level 2 PRA:  Source Term Category Analysis,” Revision 0, July 2013, assumes that late containment sprays operate from 25.5 hours to 73.5 hours. The reason for stopping late sprays after operation of 48 hours is not explained.  It is not clear why the spray flow would not reach the reactor cavity and cool core debris and reduce or terminate the cavity concrete ablation.  (Figure A.11-9 shows that the spray flow is suppressing containment pressure.  However, Figure A.11-10 suggests that the spray flow is not affecting the concrete ablation rate.)

Response

1 The reason for stopping late sprays after operation of 48hours: It was modelled by the design criteria of ECSBS.  According to the design criteria, ECSBS is designed to operate within 24hrs after core damage for a period of 48hrs. Thus late containment spray stops at 73.5hrs (after operation for 48hrs).

2 Why the spray flow would not reach the reactor cavity: The flow of spray by containment spray system and ECSBS is not directly drained into the reactor cavity. It drained into Holdup Tank and IRWST.  After the valves of cavity flooding system opens, the flow goes to reactor cavity from HVT.

The STC 11 defined as dry cavity due to the failure of cavity flooding system, thus no water is drained into the reactor cavity (dry cavity).





Impact on DCD 

There is no impact on the DCD.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.

Impact on Technical Specifications

There is no impact on the Technical Specifications.

Impact on Technical/Topical/Environmental Reports 

There is no impact on any Technical, Topical, or Environmental Reports.



 	Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, LTD. 	C-13 



 	Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, LTD. 	C-2 








PRA Issue List Regarding APR-1400, DCD Tier 2, SECTION 19.2

Issue # PRA-223 (AI 19-246)

APR1400-E-P-NR-14003-P, Severe Accident Analysis Report, Rev. 0, Table 4-3 melt conditions at vessel failure for penetrations for different sequences.  The total melt mass listed in the table for sequences TLOES W003, SLOCA 007, SLOCA are 199, 131, and 196 ton, respectively. However, the staff calculated the total from the melt mass of different constituents listed in the table as 192.5, 126.8, and 189.3 ton, respectively, which are about 3% less than the total melt mass listed in the table. 

Similarly, the total melt mass listed in Table 4-4 for the same sequences are 199.5, 132, and 196 ton, respectively. The staff calculated the total from the melt mass of different constituents listed in the table as 192.9, 128.1, and 189.8 ton, respectively, which are also about 3% less than the total melt mass listed in the table. 

Response

The constituents listed in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 represents major ones of corium in the lower plenum at vessel failure. Therefore a little difference such as 3% of total mass and the calculated mass from the constituents in the tables corresponds to the mass of minor constituents including B4C, Sn, Mn, etc.



The properties shown in the Table 4-3 and 4-4 are employed to establish the initial conditions of the ex-vessel steam explosion analyses by using TEXAS-V code. As described in section 4.2.1 of APR1400-E-P-NR-14003-P, Rev. 0, Appendix D, it was introduced that the 100% oxidic melt of binary mixture (UO2/ZrO2) as corium jet material for the TEXAS-V code.  Thus these small mass of around 3 % has no impact on the evaluated ex-vessel steam explosion loads. However, for the completeness of the tables, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 also will be revised accordingly (See attachment 1).



Impact on DCD 

There is no impact on the DCD.



Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA model.

Impact on Technical Specifications

There is no impact on the Technical Specifications.

Impact on Technical/Topical/Environmental Reports 

Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 of APR1400-E-P-NR-14003-P (Rev.0) will be revised as shown in Attachment 1.
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APR1400 DC Severe Accident Report (APR1400-E-P-NR-14003-P)



Attachment 1- APR1400-E-P-NR-14003-P Markup for Question PRA-223

[Table 4-3, page D-67]

Table 4-3 Melt Conditions at Vessel Failure with Penetrations (IOXIDHT=0) [Reference 32]

		Sequences



		

		TLOESW003

		MLOCA

003

		LOOP

004

		SBO

002

		SBO

005

		SLOCA

008

		SLOCA

007

		SBO

006

		SGTR

010

		LLOCA

		MLOCA

		SLOCA



		Conditions at vessel failure



		RCS pressure (bar)

		1.466

		1.224

		2.53

		2.47

		2.63

		1.70

		2.23

		2.99

		2.27

		2.28

		2.217

		3.59



		Cavity Pres. (bar)

		1.233

		1.225

		2.00

		2.24

		2.07

		1.70

		1.98

		2.48

		2.02

		2.28

		2.211

		3.11



		Total Corium Mass in LP (ton)

		199

		152.1

		156

		145

		130

		160

		131

		189

		128

		133.9

		145.2

		196



		Ave. Corium Temp. (K)

		2,662

		2,615

		2,624

		2,591

		2,659

		2,456

		2,601

		2,640

		2,599

		2,624

		2,628

		2,641



		Corium Solidus Temp. (K)

		2,150

		2,196

		2,188

		2,185

		2,223

		2,189

		2,214

		2,162

		2,217

		2,219

		2,197

		2,170



		Corium Liquidus Temp. (k)

		2,591

		2,531

		2,538

		2,541

		2,594

		2,560

		2,582

		2,580

		2,581

		2,558

		2,522

		2,564



		Steel Layer Temp. (K)

		2,275

		2,380

		2,391

		2,325

		2,387

		2,241

		2,314

		2,247

		2,334

		2,426

		2,412

		2,008



		Corium Oxide Temp. (K)

		2,762

		2,681

		2,693

		2,687

		2,726

		2,706

		2,718

		2,697

		2,716

		2,702

		2,691

		2,720



		Initial Vel. (m/s)

		6.13

		4.95

		6.13

		5.4

		5.75

		5.39

		5.14

		6.4

		5.08

		4.63

		4.88

		6.47



		Corium composition and mass (ton) in lower plenum at vessel failure



		UO2

		117.8

		90.25

		91.42

		83.73

		81.91

		95.46

		80.28

		113

		78.49

		83.8

		82.7

		118



		Zr

		13.39

		20.12

		19.38

		16.87

		11.17

		16.35

		11.85

		14.25

		11.56

		14.35

		19.89

		17.6



		ZrO2

		21.96

		9.44

		11.03

		12.58

		10.88

		13.75

		11.93

		18.47

		11.3

		8.57

		11.28

		16.27



		Cr

		6.76

		4.84

		5.03

		4.78

		3.83

		5.16

		4.07

		6.41

		4.02

		4.1

		4.91

		6.54



		Cr2O3

		0.32

		0.06

		0.0931

		0.056

		0.0023

		0.0662

		0.0123

		0.219

		0.013

		0.012

		0.026

		0.209



		Fe

		27.78

		19.9

		20.67

		19.64

		15.76

		21.23

		16.75

		26.4

		16.52

		16.87

		20.18

		27



		FeO

		1.3

		0.24

		0.383

		0.23

		0.0095

		0.272

		0.0506

		0.858

		0.0533

		0.048

		0.1

		0.714



		Ni

		3.0

		2.15

		2.24

		2.12

		1.70

		2.30

		1.81

		2.86

		1.79

		1.82

		2.18

		2.94



		NiO

		0.14

		0.026

		0.0414

		0.0249

		0.0010

		0.0294

		0.00547

		0.0851

		0.00576

		0.005

		0.011

		0.051



		Etc

		6.55

		5.074

		5.713

		4.969

		4.737

		5.382

		4.242

		6.448

		4.248

		4.325

		3.923

		6.676
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APR1400 DC Severe Accident Report (APR1400-E-P-NR-14003-P)











		Average (metal+oxide) Corium Properties at vessel failure



		 (kg/M3)

		8,336

		8,390

		8,364

		8,281

		8,561

		8,402

		8,479

		8,369

		8,518

		8,571

		8,291

		8,396



		Cp (J/kg)

		615.6

		582.3

		588

		588

		594

		556

		583

		608

		580

		580.8

		588.3

		604



		k (W/m-K)

		11.52

		12.24

		12.20

		12.04

		10.88

		11.73

		11.21

		11.64

		11.30

		11.56

		12.48

		11.83



		μ (kg/m-s)

		0.3056

		0.362

		0.298

		10.51

		0.699

		10.51

		10.52

		0.864

		10.53

		1.254

		0.1752

		0.423



		Conditions at maximum corium flow



		Corium flow rate (kg/s)

		11,600

		6,769

		10,450

		8,467

		11,130

		5,551

		7,799

		14,680

		7,339

		5,468

		5,950

		13,71



		Opening radius of Vessel Failure (m)

		0.3093

		0.286

		0.303

		0.311

		0.325

		0.249

		0.296

		0.37

		0.29

		0.26

		0.2713

		0.349



		Corium Vel.(m/s)

		4.593

		3.24

		4.29

		3.33

		3.87

		3.38

		3.29

		4.06

		3.21

		3.13

		3.21

		4.39



		Conditions in the Cavity



		Water Level from the Sump bottom (m)

		8.18

		8.19

		8.35

		8.32

		8.30

		8.32

		8.35

		8.29

		7.91

		8.31

		8.03

		8.22



		Water Temp. (K)

		352

		350

		362

		353

		351

		336

		360

		352

		325

		343

		331.5

		334
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APR1400 DC Severe Accident Report (APR1400-E-P-NR-14003-P)

[Table 4-3, page D-68]




[Table 4-4, page D-69]

Table 4-4 Melt Conditions at Vessel Failure without Penetration (IOXIDHT=0) [Reference 32]

		Sequences



		

		TLOESW003

		MLOCA003

		LOOP004

		SBO002

		SBO005

		SLOCA008

		SLOCA007

		SBO006

		SGTR010

		LLOCA

		MLOCA

		SLOCA



		Conditions at vessel failure



		RCS pressure (bar)

		1.46

		1.204

		2.43

		2.46

		2.64

		1.69

		2.22

		2.98

		2.22

		2.2

		2.17

		3.57



		Cavity Pres. (bar)

		1.23

		1.206

		1.97

		2.24

		2.06

		1.69

		1.97

		2.46

		2.01

		2,2

		2.17

		3.1



		Total Corium Mass in LP (ton)

		199.5

		195.6

		196

		148

		131

		162

		132

		196

		155

		200

		199.2

		196



		Ave. Corium Temp. (K)

		2,672

		2,617

		2,627

		2,617

		2,679

		2,501

		2,631

		2,640

		2,586

		2,648

		2.662

		2,653



		Corium Solidus Temp. (K)

		2,149

		2,175

		2,170

		2,187

		2,222

		2,188

		2,215

		2,165

		2,175

		2,165

		2,166

		2,167



		Corium Liquidus Temp.e (k)

		2,589

		2,513

		2,526

		2,545

		2,593

		2,559

		2,585

		2,588

		2,522

		2,493

		2,511

		2,563



		Steel Layer Temp. (K)

		2,275

		2,137

		2,138

		2,328

		2,345

		2,359

		2,315

		1,964

		2,257

		2,377

		2,329

		2,074



		Corium Oxide Temp. (K)

		2,765

		2,681

		2,690

		2,689

		2,727

		2,707

		2,718

		2,725

		2,675

		2,689

		2,709

		2,734



		Initial Vel. (m/s)

		5.21

		5.55

		6.46

		5.48

		5.82

		5.42

		5.18

		6.58

		5.5

		5.64

		6.49

		7.21



		Corium composition and mass (ton) in lower plenum at vessel failure



		UO2

		117.8

		117.8

		118

		86.13

		82.77

		96.65

		81.61

		118

		88.62

		117.8

		117.7

		118



		Zr

		13.39

		22.32

		21.18

		17.06

		11.2

		16.4

		11.85

		15.1

		16.93

		22.4

		20.73

		17.59



		ZrO2

		21.96

		9.9

		11.44

		12.62

		10.89

		13.86

		11.95

		19.64

		12.22

		9.78

		12.01

		16.25



		Cr

		6.84

		6.86

		6.84

		4.81

		3.91

		5.28

		4.07

		6.37

		5.74

		7.7

		7.6

		6.62



		Cr2O3

		0.317

		0.114

		0.16

		0.0571

		0.007

		0.0665

		0.0123

		0.266

		0.0441

		0.11

		0.13

		0.231



		Fe

		28.12

		28.27

		28.2

		19.78

		16.08

		21.7

		16.75

		26.3

		23.59

		31.8

		31.41

		27.34



		FeO

		1.3

		0.392

		0.554

		0.235

		0.022

		0.274

		0.0506

		0.978

		0.181

		0.35

		0.37

		0.769



		Ni

		3.04

		3.066

		3.06

		2.14

		1.74

		2.35

		1.81

		2.86

		2.55

		3.45

		3.42

		2.98



		NiO

		0.14

		0.029

		0.0418

		0.0254

		0.001

		0.0296

		0.00546

		0.0851

		0.0196

		0.018

		0.012

		0.051



		Etc

		6.593

		6.849

		6.524

		5.143

		4.38

		5.390

		3.892

		6.401

		5.105

		6.592

		5.818

		6.169



		Average (metal+oxide) Corium Properties at vessel failure



		 (kg/M3)

		8,332

		8,455

		8,438

		8,289

		8,561

		8,395

		8,485

		8,368

		8,331

		8.438

		8,417

		8,391



		Cp (J/kg)

		618.8

		593

		597

		593

		600

		566

		590

		606

		592

		606

		611.7

		608



		k (W/m-K)

		11.57

		12.64

		12.50

		11.95

		10.93

		11.76

		11.13

		11.43

		12.67

		13.21

		12.93

		11.90



		μ (kg/m-s)

		0.2091

		0.2209

		0.217

		0.953

		0.2

		10.51

		10.53

		1.09

		10.51

		0.053

		0.058

		0.229
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		Conditions at maximum corium flow



		Corium flow rate (kg/s)

		9,720

		11,040

		14,400

		10,230

		12,250

		7,315

		9,060

		14,810

		11,060

		12,910

		15,290

		17,640



		Radius of vessel failure opening (m)

		0.317

		0.333

		0.335

		0.334

		0.338

		0.287

		0.316

		0.376

		0.341

		0.362

		0.363

		0.367



		Velocity of corium (m/s)

		3.66

		3.712

		4.82

		3.50

		3.94

		3.46

		3.38

		4.02

		3.75

		3.84

		4.574

		5.18



		Conditions in the Cavity at vessel failure



		Water Level from the bottom of sump (m)

		8.18

		8.19

		8.35

		8.33

		8.31

		8.32

		8.36

		8.29

		7.92

		8.31

		8.04

		8.22



		Water Temperature (K)

		434

		469

		362

		353

		351

		336

		360

		352

		325

		343

		332

		334













